THE  SPANISH  WAR
fire.   At Guernica there were houses burnt out, their
blackened facades outlined against the sky, but they were
not pitted by bomb fragments, and the roadway showed
no scars.   I examined several buildings with great care to
establish, in my own opinion beyond doubt, as far as this
could be possible, the origin of the separate fires which
had undoubtedly ravaged Guernica and burnt down more
than three-quarters of the town.   As a result I can state
that it seemed to me—I am not an expert—that un-
doubtedly the fires were entirely apart from the destruc-
tion caused by air bombs.   The majority of the burned
houses—whole streets of them—showed not the slightest
signs of damage by bombing    It has been said that this
is because the bombs used were incendiary with slight
explosive force.   I know incendiary bombs when I see
them, and I have seen them during the campaign* they
were often used to set fire to the pine woods in which the
Reds kept their ammunition dumps and their reserves.
But  I  could not  see  in  these burned-out streets of
Guernica a single sign of an incendiary bomb having
burst outside the burnt-out houses    None of them had
burst in gardens or in the road.
I visited an isolated villa, a blackened shell. It, accord-
ing to the Red theory, must have been hit by an incen-
diary bomb. Its garden was fresh with roses, the turf was
green, the little pergola and the tool-shed were intact;
they were not burnt or even scorched. And so we have
to believe that one incendiary bomb struck and set fire to
the villa and that no others fell anywhere near.
In the centre I saw the ruins, also blackened with
smoke, of a large building. I do not know what it was,
possibly a cafe or perhaps a store It had a long glass
awning on its principal fafade. One corner had been
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